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Abstract

argue that ecosystem participants, or actors, rely on these,
too.
When security functions properly and fits seamlessly
into daily routines, trust-relationships remain intact and
Dr. Jekyll [7] visits. When security imposes, actors sometimes change their behavior to skirt security for important
practical reasons [6]. Consequently, additional vulnerabilities can arise from adversaries or mistakes creating a
trust void and thus an apparent need for more security.
The root problem of usable security, however, remains
unaddressed. Effectively, Mr. Hyde appears to reinforce
unusable security.

“Jekyll and Hyde” embodies how information security affects today’s healthcare ecosystem. When security works,
it promotes patient health and a smooth operating ecosystem (Dr. Jekyll); when it doesn’t, privacy and health compromises can occur (Mr. Hyde).
In this paper, we argue that unusable security triggers
this split personality and in doing so, compromises the
heart of the healthcare ecosystem: the trust relationships
that comprise the system. This compromise creates a trust
void that ecosystem participants fill with more unusablesecurity further reinforcing the split personality. To encourage Dr. Jekyll to oust his alter ego and hence, avoid
this reinforcement, we postulate a set of usable-security 2 Motivating Mr. Hyde
axioms and propose supporting areas of research. We
consider both policy and mechanism as important com- Introducing unusable security policy and mechanism into
the healthcare ecosystem can motivate Mr. Hyde. Actors
ponents of usable information security.
adapt their behavior under the forces of new security—not
to avoid or align with security, but to maintain a functional
environment and achieve new goals that new technology
1 Introduction
allows [6]. We conjecture that in general, security causes
Trust is defined using a three-part relation, Alice trusts actors to adapt for the following reasons:
Bob to do X [3], and we argue that this trust relation
forms the cornerstone of the healthcare ecosystem. Clin- a) Actors bear workflow constraints, liability, and
reputation associated with systems that they have
icians trust peers to diagnose special conditions, patients
limited control over. For example, healthcare orgatrust care providers’ professional judgments, and hospinizations purchase new electronic systems to reduce
tals trust business partners to provide services. Socioloperational costs or differentiate themselves in a marogists also define a variety of channels through which
ketplace of care providers. The hidden costs of such
people build trust, such as expectation of future behavpurchases arrive when systems slow daily routines or
ior, third-party guarantees, and past experiences [1]. We
fail entirely in some fashion. Unfortunately, end users
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b) Actors’ primary goals and expectations can misalign with practice and promote unintended con1

sequences. Policymakers craft policy but cannot fully
understand its operational impact in all situations. For
example, some policies slow daily operations to the
point where clinicians circumvent policy mechanisms
to provide care. In the process, patient privacy may be
jeopardized as clinicians trade timely access for weakened security using short or shared passwords, shared
logins, or persistent login sessions. Ironically, the letter of a policy can compromise daily activities and
consequently suppress the intended spirit of the policy.
Also, if security policy does not align with daily routines, new, less-secure practices can evolve [4]. When
mechanisms align with needs but don’t include proper
security interfaces, mechanism users can suffer unintended and unknown loss [5].
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information in useful dimensions and leave the rest
anonymized—security mechanisms should protect all
ecosystem actors, including the subjects of feedback.
Such logs might inform both policymakers and developers.
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Summary

In this paper, we described how trust relationships form
the cornerstone of the healthcare ecosystem. We argued
how unusable security reduces the integrity of these relationships and consequently, stimulates a “Jekyll and
Hyde” effect on actors in the ecosystem: when security
works, it promotes health and a smooth operating ecosystem; when it doesn’t, health and privacy compromises can
occur, signaling a need for more security that stimulates
the problem cycle. We argued that a set of axioms and
supporting research can combat the problem cycle, including research at the intersection of security, systems,
and daily routine; research in measuring policy effects;
and research in secure “usability” logging. Altogether,
we argued that carefully engineered, usable security promotes used security: security that can fit naturally into
a practitioners workflow, that is composed of meaningful
feedback, and that benefits all actors.

Enticing Dr. Jekyll

In order to entice Dr. Jekyll, we must carefully define
and implement usable security in the healthcare ecosystem. Interfaces of security mechanisms must be usable or
users will have little hope of achieving security through
them [2]. To achieve this goal, we postulate that usable
security will begin with the following three axioms:
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